If you are going to study in Russia and are interested in Russian culture,
history and language – Welcome to Petrozavodsk State University and
beautiful Karelia!
Get to know a different culture, cite famous Russian
authors and read them in the original, be aware of the
latest scientific discoveries and inventions, travel the
biggest country in the world or even start your
business in Russia - these are just a few reasons to
learn the Russian language.
Whether you are a complete beginner, intermediate
or advanced learner, Russian language courses at
PetrSU is a good place to master your skills.





What we offer:

study individually or in a group
programs for beginners, intermediate and
advanced students
flexible schedule, adaptive to your personal
needs
ability to take a TORFL test at the end of your
studies and get a certificate

Why Petrozavodsk?
Petrozavodsk is a beautiful city on the shores of the
Onega lake. Being the capital of Karelian Republic it
has everything that a capital can offer: theaters,
museums, exhibitions, concerts, clubs, and beautiful
architecture. Yet, with a population of 250.000, it
manages to maintain a quiet and peaceful life. Meet
the locals, try national cuisine, enjoy Russian winter
and beautiful northern nature and experience famous
Russian hospitality - all in one place!
LINGUISTIC CENTRE
Petrozavodsk State University
20 Anokhina str., office 412
185910, Petrozavodsk, Karelia, Russia
Tel.: +7 8142 71 96 27,
E-mail: inted@petrsu.ru
lingvoptz@gmail.com
More info http://study-in-russia.org

If you want to learn Russian,
have unforgettable summer
vacation, and find Russian
friends, we will be glad to see
you in beautiful Karelia,
Russia, in Summer.

We offer different levels of instruction
from complete beginners to advanced:

The programme consists of
three main parts:
Study programme
Home stay programme
Cultural programme
Linguistic Centre
Petrozavodsk State University
20 Anokhina str., office 412
Petrozavodsk, 185910
Russian Federation
tel: +7(8142) 71-96-27
inted@petrsu.ru
lingvoptz@gmail.com
More info at
http://study-in-russia.org

Beginner & Elementary level
(A1-A2)
Intermediate & Upper-intermediate
level (B1 – B2)
Advanced & Proficient level
(C1-C2)

